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ABSTRACT

This paper describes several new methods to pre-
dict and analyze rotorcraft noise. These methods are:

1) a combined computational fluid dynamics and Kirch-

holt scheme for far-field noise predictions, 2) parallel

computer implementation of the Kirchhoff integrations,
3) audio and visual rendering of the computed acoustic

predictions over large far-field regions, and 4) acous-
tic tracebacks to the Kirchhoff surface to pinpoint the

sources of the rotor noise. The paper describes each

method and presents sample results for three test cases.

The first case consists of in-plane high-speed impulsive

noise and the other two cases show idealized parallel

and oblique blade-vortex interactions. The computed

results show good agreement with available experimen-
tal data but convey much more information about the

far-field noise propagation. When taken together, these
new analysis methods exploit the power of new com-

puter technologies and offer the potential to signifi-
cantly improve our prediction and understanding of ro-
torcraft noise.

INTRODUCTION

Future helicopter and tiltrotor designs must have

low noise if they are to operate successfully near heav-

ily populated areas. This requires the reduction of two

main types of aerodynamic noise from the rotor system.

The first is called high-speed impulsive (HSI) noise and

is characterized by a strong acoustic disturbance oc-

curring over a very short period of time. Impulsive

noise is generally associated with high tip speeds and
advancing-tip Mach numbers greater than 0.9. The sec-

ond type of noise comes from the interaction of the rotor
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blades with their vortical wake systems. These blade-

vortex interactions (BVI's) are particularly important

near urban areas when helicopters are descending for
landings.

Rotorcraft designers require three things in order

to systematically reduce HSI and BVI noise. First, they

need high-accuracy methods for predicting far-field ro-

tor noise. Second, they need a way to analyze these pre-

dictions that identifies the causes of the offending noise.
The third requirement is an ability to alter the rotor

blade motion to reduce the far-field noise. This paper

describes several new acoustics prediction and analysis

methods that address the first two of these objectives.

These new methods focus heavily on new and emerging

computer algorithms, audio and visual rendering tools,
and parallel processing. These new technologies pro-

vide a powerful framework for improved understanding
of rotorcraft noise with an aim to reducing it.

Recent advances in rotorcraft noise prediction have

come from combinations of computational fluid dynam-

ics (CFD) and Kirchhoff methods. Finite-difference
solutions to the Full Potential or Euler/Navier-Stokes
equations are used close to the rotor blades to model

the near-field aerodynamics and acoustics. These near-

field solutions are then interpolated onto a surface that

completely encloses the rotor blades. A Kirchhoff inte-

gration over this surface carries the near-field acoustics

solution to any point in the far field. These hybrid

methods have the advantage that the nonlinear acous-

tic propagation is accurately modeled by the CFD so-

lution close to the rotor blades where compressibility

is important. Away from the rotor blades, it is no
longer practical to compute the CFD solution over a

large volume because numerical dissipation causes a

loss of accuracy in the acoustic signal. The Kirchhoff

integration is much more computationally efficient than

the CFD methods for acoustic propagation over large

distances with no dissipation. It assumes a constant

speed of sound outside the Kirchhoff surface, which is

a very good approximation away from the rotor blades.



Examples of these hybrid CFD/Kirchhoff methods for

computing both HSI and BVI helicopter noise are given
in Refs. [1-11].

Up until now, these CFD/Kirchhoff techniques

have been used to compute acoustic signals at a handful

of far-field observer locations in order to compare with
experimental microphone measurements. While these

types of comparisons are useful for the purpose of vali-

dation, they do not exploit the full capabilities of these

new acoustic prediction methods. The CFD/Kirchhoff

formulations can compute far-field acoustic pressures

at many observer locations covering large regions of
the flowfield. When viewed as a whole, these acous-

tic signals give a great deal of insight into the far-field

propagation characteristics of helicopter noise. This is

particularly important for tiltrotor BVIs where many of

the noise generation and propagation mechanisms are

not fully understood. Recent papers by Lowson [12]
and Sim et al. [13] clearly emphasize the need for de-

tailed studies of far-field helicopter noise propagation.

This paper describes several new computational

tools for computing and analyzing helicopter noise in
the far field using the new CFD/Kirchhoff formula-

tion. First, we present a method for speeding up the
Kirchhoff integrations so that several thousand acous-

tic signals can be computed in a few hours. We accom-

plish this by running the Kirchhoff code on an IBM

SP2 multiprocessor. The Kirchhoff integration is very

well suited for parallel implementation and gives near-
ideal speedups when modified to run on the SP2. Once

the Kirchhoff code has computed the acoustic signals

for all the far-field observer locations, these signals are

postprocessed to obtain visual and auditory informa-

tion about the resulting noise. A computer graphics

program creates animated three-dimensional images of
the acoustic pressure waves while an interactive audio

system converts the computed digital acoustic signals
into sound. In addition, we present a new technique to
identify the sources of far-field noise on the Kirchhoff

surface. We demonstrate these new analysis tools for
rotorcraft cases with both HSI and BVI noise.

CFD/KIRCHHOFF INTEGRATION
METHOD

The CFD/Kirchhoff method consists of a CFD so-

lution near the rotor blades followed by a Kirchhoff

integration to propagate the acoustic signals to the far
field. In this paper, an Euler/Navier-Stokes flow solver

called TURNS [14,15] computes the near-blade CFD
solution. The TURNS code solves the Navier-Stokes

equations about rotating helicopter blades. Since vis-
cous effects are small for the cases considered in this

paper, we run the TURNS code in the Euler mode.

All nonlinear effects on the acoustic propagation are

accurately modeled within the framework of the Euler

equations.

The Kirchhoff formulation from Farassat and My-

ers [16] is used to evaluate the acoustic pressure, P, at

a fixed observer location, Z, and observer time, t. In
the general case, the Kirchhoff surface, S, can deform

and have arbitrary motion; however, the applications
in this paper use a nonrotational, rigid surface, with

linear translational motion. With these simplifications,
the Kirchhoff formula becomes:

1 _[ E1 E2P ]
P(_,t) = _ .o,lr'l(l'--/r) + r2(1 - Mr)Jr dS.

(1)
The expressions for E1 and E_ are given as:

E, = (M2n - 1)Pn + Mnl_'lt "V_P - M,____._P._-
aoo

(cos _ - Mn)P

aoo(1 - Mr) (2)

E_ = (1 - M2)(cos 0- Mn)
(1 - Mr) 2 (3)

The Kirchhoff surface translates with the rotor hub at

Mach number /14. The distance between a point on

the Kirchhoff surface and the observer is given by Ir_.

Mn and Mr are the components of/14 along the local

surface normal, fi, and the radiation direction, _'. /_t is

the Mach number tangent to the Kirchhoff surface, Pn

is the derivative of P along the surface normal, _5 is the

time derivative of pressure, and V2P is the gradient of
the pressure on the Kirchhoff surface. The freestream

speed of sound is assumed uniform at a¢_, and 0 is the

angle between _ and _*. The simplified form for E2 in

Eq. (3) is taken from Myers and Hansmann [17].

Figure 1 shows a representative Kirchhoff surface

in the nonrotating reference frame. The rotor blades

spin inside the surface which consists of a top, bot-
tom, and side mesh. Each of these three meshes is

diseretized with approximately 40,000 points. Evalu-

ation of the acoustic pressure in Eq. (1) first requires

a spatial interpolation of pressure and pressure deriva-

tives from the rotating CFD grid onto the nonrotating
Kirchhoff mesh. These spatial interpolations are per-
formed in the CFD code at run time. The Kirchhoff

surface pressures and pressure derivatives are stored on

secondary disk at typical intervals of one degree az-

imuthal angle for a complete cycle of blade rotation.

Overset grid techniques are used for the spatial interpo-
lations onto the Kirchhoff surface. Either the DCF3D

code from Meakin [18], or the PEGSUS code from Subs

and Tramel [19] can be used for these interpolations
with negligible impact on run time for the CFD codes.

References [7,11] give details on the implementation of

these interpolation techniques.



Figure1: Thehelicopterbladesrotateinsidethenon-
rotatingKirchhoffsurface.

Evaluationof theacousticpressurein Eqs.(1-3)
alsorequiresa temporalinterpolationin the stored
databaseofKirchhoff-surfacepressures.Theintegrand
mustbeevaluatedat thetimeof emission,r, foreach
differentialareaontheKirchhoffsurface.Thisis also
knownastheretardedtime.Appropriatevaluesof re-
tardedtime aredeterminedby notingthat thetime
delaybetweentheemissionof theacousticsignaland
its arrivalat theobserverisequalto thedistancethat
thissignalmusttraveldividedbythefreestreamspeed
of sound.Thisformulationleadsto aquadraticequa-
tion for r. One of the roots is non-physical and dis-

carded. We retrieve the appropriate pressure and pres-

sure derivatives at this emission time using linear tem-

poral interpolation in the database of stored pressure
values on the Kirchhoff surface.

For a Kirchhoff surface with 129,600 points, the

Kirchhoff integration code requires 0.075 Cray C-90

CPU seconds for each pressure evaluation in Eqs. (1-
3), at an observer location, £, in space, and an observer

time, t. The Kirchhoff program runs at 470 MFLOPS
on the C-90 with improved coding for the interpolations

giving an overall speed that is approximately 20 times

faster than the CPU times reported in Ref. [7].

An alternative to the nonrotating Kirchhoff for-
mulation described above is to use a Kirchhoff sur-

face that rotates with the rotor blades. The advan-

tage of this rotating-surface formulation is that spatial

interpolations onto the Kirchhoff surface are not re-

quired since the Kirchhoff grid coincides with part of

the rotating CFD mesh. Reference [7] presents results
from both the rotating and nonrotating-surface Kirch-
hoff methods. The two methods used the same CFD

solutions as inputs and gave similar results. However,

the nonrotating-surface method was more robust, par-

ticularly for high-speed rotor cases.

The major drawback for the rotating-surface
Kirchhoff method is that the Kirchhoff surface must

move subsonically. This requirement places a restric-

tion on the outer radial location for the rotatin_ Bur-

face. If it is too far from the rotor blade tip, it will

have supersonic motion, which is not allowed. On the

other hand, if the surface is too close, then the acoustic

solution may be inaccurate. The nonrotating-surface

formulation does not have this problem since the trans-

lating Kirchhoff surface always moves subsonically.

The nonrotating Kirchhoff formulation has several
other advantages over its rotating-surface counterpart.

First, the computation time for the nonrotating-surface

method is independent of the number of rotor blades.

The rotating-surface computation time increases pro-

portionately with the number of rotor blades since the

Kirchhoff integrations must be performed for each blade

to obtain the complete far-field pressure signal. Sec-

ond, the retarded time equation for the rotating-surface
method is transcendental, and requires an iterative so-
lution for each differential element on the Kirchhoff

surface at each far-field observer time. As mentioned

earlier, the retarded time equation for the nonrotating-

surface method is quadratic and does not require an

iterative solution. This difference is most significant on

vector computers, such as the C-90, where the iterative

retarded time equation is difficult to vectorize. A final

advantage of the nonrotating Kirchhoff method is that

it can be used to help pinpoint the locations of noise

sources in the plane of the rotor. This information is

useful for low-noise rotor design and is discussed in de-
tail later in this paper.

PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of the rotating and nonrotating

Kirchhoff integrations on parallel computers is straight-

forward due to the regular nature of the computa-

tions. The Kirehhoff surface is divided into patches
and each patch is assigned to a processor. Virtually no

communication is needed among processors except for
a final summation of the integral contributions from

each surface patch. The Kirchhoff integrations were
run on the 148-node IBM SP2 multiprocessor installed

at NASA Ames Research Center. The parallel code

uses a message-passing paradigm and is portable to any

distributed-memory architecture that supports FOR-

TRAN 90 and the MPI library. The parallel imple-

mentation strategy is described below.

The Kirchhoff surface and associated pressure

files are stored as two dimensional arrays of size

(imaz,jmax), which must be partitioned and dis-
tributed among the processors. Since our SP2 is re-

stricted to serial I/O, one "host" processor is desig-

nated to read and scatter the data to the working set,

P, of processors. Each processor receives a contiguous

one-dimensional strip of (imax x jmax)/P data ele-
ments, plus an additional overlapped section of imax el-
ements. Thia allows local, communication-fr,_, n,aro_t-



neighbor computations. Note that the data could
have also been distributed in two-dimensional blocks

of size (imaz/P, jmaz/P), thereby reducing the space

required for the overlapped elements. However, this

would adversely affect cache performance and compli-

cate the local index calculations. Due to the relatively

small value of imax, the former less complex approach
was taken.

Since no communication is required until a final

global summation, and the I/O is independent of the

number of processors, the actual run time on the SP2

scales by over 98% as the number of processors in-

creases. As a result, with 60 processors on the SP2, and

86,400 points on the Kirchhoff surface, we can compute
a periodic time history of 180 pressure evaluations for
each of 7533 far-field observer locations in about five

CPU hours. A similar calculation on one processor of

a C-90 requires over twenty CPU hours. The real pay-
off however, comes from the scalability of the parallel

implementation. This same calculation would require

only about 35 CPU minutes to complete on a 512-node
SP2.

VISUAL POSTPROCESSING

Figure 2 shows a sample grid of far-field ob-
server locations for the OLS rotor blade that was

experimentally-tested by Schmitz et al. [20]. These grid
points are located in the plane of the rotor between 2

and 12 blade radii from the rotor hub. Overall, this grid

contains a total of 7533 observer points. Time histories
of acoustic pressure were computed for each of these

observer locations using the parallel Kirchhoff code on

an SP2. These unsteady results were then animated

and visualized on an SGI graphics workstation.

from a handful of far-field experimental microphones.
Another benefit from the Kirchhoff animations is that

they can cover large regions of the acoustic far-field

with high accuracy. Windtunnel geometric constraints

typically limit experimental microphone placement to a
region that is less than three or four radii from the rotor

blades. These microphone locations may be too close to

accurately represent the acoustic far-field propagation.
There is no restriction however, on the locations of the

far-field observer points in the computer simulations.

AUDIO POSTPROCESSING

Time-dependent CFD/Kirchhoff rotorcraft acous-

tics simulations are well-suited for audio playback. The
CFD/Kirchhoff integration provides pressure data at
discrete locations in the far-field such as those shown

in Fig. 2. Audio playback is obtained by using the
Stereophonic Acoustics Software Library that has been

recently developed at NASA Ames Research Center.

This software package allows the user to interactively
select individual grid points where pressure data can be

played over headphones or stereo speakers connected to

an SGI Indigo computer. The digital pressures for the
entire field are scanned for maximum and minimum am-

plitudes and then scaled for 16-bit stereo sound. The

user can add a slight phase shift between the signals
for each ear for added realism. This phase shift simu-

lates the inter-aural time delay that conveys spatialized
acoustic perceptions to the human brain.

Sample computed results for the OLS rotor cases

in Ref. [20] have been processed for the audio play-

back described above. Although we cannot effectively

convey the audio results in this paper, they are quite

realistic. This is particularly true when played back at
high volume!

Figure 2: Far-field grid of observer points for the Kirch-
hoff acoustics simulation.

The animated results give a clear picture of the

unsteady propagation of acoustic signals in the far field
as will be shown later. This approach has the advan-

tage that the entire field can be viewed at once. It

conveys much more information than what can be seen

IDENTIFICATION OF NOISE SOURCES

Successful design of low-noise rotors requires a

connection between far-field noise predictions and the

sources of noise at the rotor disk. This is particularly
true for BVI cases where the highest noise levels may
originate from only one or two localized blade-vortex

interactions. A relatively small change in blade trajec-
tory may locally increase the miss distance for a BVI

event and drastically reduce the far-field noise. The

main design issues are where and how to modify these
blade trajectories.

The nonrotating Kirchhoff formulation can be
modified to provide information on the locations of the

main sources of rotor noise. We accomplish this by

computing the integrand in Eq. (1) at each node on the
Kirchhoff surface at a particular observer location and

observer time when the noise level is high, Recall that



these integrands are all evaluated at different retarded
times. A contour plot is then constructed from these

nodal integrand values. This contour plot shows the rel-
ative contributions from each surface point to the far-

field acoustic pressure. Since the Kirchhoff surface is

only one or two chordlengths away from the rotor disk,

these contour plots provide an excellent view of the lo-
cations of the noise sources near the rotor blades. When

paired with some knowledge of the rotor tip-vortex lo-

cations, a designer can identify the rotor BVI events

that produce the far-field noise. Modification of the

blade trajectories in these regions has a high potential
for noise reduction in the far field.

We use the term, "Kirchhoff-surface acoustic trace-

backs," to describe this noise-source identification tech-

nique. It was first used in Ref. [11] for cases with HSI

noise. Applications of the technique for BVI noise are

described later in this paper.

RESULTS: High-Speed Impulsive Noise

The acoustic analysis methods described above

have been applied to the OLS rotor blade cases that

were experimentMly-tested by Schmitz etal. [20]. In

this experiment, acoustic signals were recorded at sev-

eral far-field locations from a 1/7 scale model of the
Army's AH-1 two-bladed helicopter main rotor. The

test condition for this paper has a hover-tip Mach num-

ber of 0.665, and an advance ratio of 0.258. This yields

a maximum advancing-tip Mach number of 0.837 and

significant transonic flow on the advancing side of the

rotor disk. This case is modeled as a nonlifting rotor

blade in order to simplify the CFD analysis. Lifting ro-
tor calculations require fine grids to capture the rotor

wake systems. This is not necessary in this case since

rotor lift has little effect on HSI noise in the plane of

the rotor blades [20]. The Kirchhoff surface is located

approximately 1.5 chords from the rotor blade in all
directions.

Reference [7] describes this case in more detail and

gives comparisons of predicted acoustic pressures using
the CFD/Kirchhoff method to the experimental micro-

phone data at several locations in the far-field. Fig-

ure 3 shows one of these comparisons for a microphone

located in the plane of the rotor and 3.44 rotor radii

directly upwind from the rotor hub. The comparison

shows excellent agreement between the prediction and

the experimental data. Reference [7] shows similar re-

sults for the other microphone locations.

The observer grid in Fig. 2 is used for computing
the far-field acoustic pressures in the plane of the rotor

blades. A relatively fine (81×93) grid of far-field ob-

servers is used since the propagating acoustic waves are

highly impulsive. The use of coarse grids causes inter-

polation errors when the acoustic waves are not aligned

20-
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Figure 3: Comparison of predicted and experimental

acoustic pressure data for the OLS rotor blade.

with the far-field observer grid. The TURNS code for

this case required approximately 2.5 C-90 CPU hours

to complete the unsteady solution for one blade revo-

lution on a (135x50x35) grid. The CPU requirement

for interpolations onto the Kirchhoff surface is negli-
gible. The nonrotating Kirchhoff surface consists of

86,400 mesh points and the temporal resolution for the

observer locations corresponds to one degree of blade

azimuthal angle. This means that 180 Kirchhoff inte-

grations are required at each of 7533 observer locations

to obtain the predictions for one rotor cycle.

Figure 4 shows a snapshot from an animation of

the far-field acoustic pressure contours. The time cor-

responds to rotor blade positions of 90 ° and 270 ° az-

imuthal angle. These pressure values are scaled by the

distance from the rotor hub, which helps to show the

directivity of the noise in the far field. The highest

scaled acoustic amplitude occurs along the direction of

flight, directly head of the rotor blade and slightly to
the advancing side. The experimental data also shows
this same behavior.

The animated results give a clear picture of the un-

steady propagation of acoustic signals in the far field.

The advantage of this approach is that the entire field
can be viewed at once. This conveys much more in-

formation than that obtained from a handful of experi-

mental microphones. Also, the far-field predictions pro-
vide acoustic information at much larger distances from

the rotor hub than windtunnel experiments. The im-

portance of this additional information is even greater
for cases with BVI noise where the far-field acoustic

propagation is much more ¢omple_ than that Bhown in
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Figure 4: Acoustic pressures in the plane of the rotor
for the OLS rotor blade.

Fig. 4.

The time-dependent CFD/Kirchhoff results in

Fig. 4 are well-suited for audio playback. The acous-
tic predictions have been incorporated into an interac-

tive computer simulation that allows the user to choose

any position in the far-field relative to the spinning ro-
tor system. The computer screen shows the helicopter

fuselage and spinning rotor blades from this viewpoint.
Once the viewpoint is set, the simulation reads from the

stored far-field acoustic pressures to produce an audio

rendering of the helicopter noise. The viewpoint can be

changed to allow the user to compare the rotor noise

at different locations. This type of simulation is a good

model for a virtual environment that allows for rapid
comparisons of helicopter noise in urban environments

with a variety of fight paths for approach and landing.

RESULTS: Parallel Blade-Vortex Interaction
Noise

We have also used the new acoustics analysis tech-
niques to simulate the isolated parallel blade-vortex

interaction experiment of Kitaplioglu and Caradonna

[21]. In the experiment, a vortex generator is placed

upstream of a rotor in a windtunnel. The vortex gen-

erator produces a vortex of known strength and tra-
jectory. This vortex interacts with the rotor blades to

produce rapid changes in lift that characterize the BVI

event. The rectangular rotor blade has an aspect ra-

tio of 7.125 and a NACA 0012 airfoil section. Figure
5 shows a schematic of the experimental and computa-

tional setup. As shown in the figure, an experimental
microphone array is located 20 chords from the rotor

hub at the 270 ° azimuthal angle position on the retreat-

ing side of the rotor disk. Positive azimuthal angles are

defined in the counterclockwise direction with 0 ° being

furthest away from the oncoming freestream velocity.

The computed test case is the same as that given

in Ref. [7]. The TURNS code models the vortex ana-
lytically an described in Refs. [22,23] and computes the

vo. x

GENERATOR

ROTOR STAND

MICROPHONE STAND

Figure 5: Experimental and computational setup for

the parallel blade-vortex interaction.

surrounding flowfield to satisfy the conservation equa-

tions. The analytic vortex model simplifies the analysis
since the vortex cannot diffuse from numerical dissipa-

tion in the CFD method. Computation times and grid

sizes for this BVI case are essentially the same as those

for the HSI case described earlier. Numerical exper-
iments showed that timesteps equal to 0.250 of rotor

azimuthal angle with three Newton subiterations per

timestep give far-field noise results that are indepen-

dent of the grid size and choice of timestep.

The test case has a hover-tip Mach number of

0.713, and an advance ratio of 0.197. The vortex has a

strength of 1.05Vooc, where Voo is the tunnel freestream

velocity and c is the rotor chordlength. The sign of the
vorticity is opposite to the direction of the freestream

velocity and the vortex passes through the the rotor hub
one quarter chord below the rotor disk. The Kirchhoff

surface for this case is approximately 1.5 chords away
from the rotor blades in all directions and numerical

studies in Ref. [7] indicate that the computed noise is
grid-independent at this Kirchhoff-surface location.

Figure 6 compares computed and experimental
pressure values for two of the microphone locations.
Microphones 2 and 5 are located 12.49 and 21.45 chords

below the plane of the rotor, respectively. Additional

comparisons between computation and experiment are

presented in Ref. [7]. The computations and experi-

mental data show excellent agreement for the positive

part of BVI signal. However, the computations also

show a negative signal that is not present in the exper-
imental data.

Three different planar Kirchhoff meshes were used

to animate the resulting far-field noise propagation.

Each mesh contained 7533 points and covered a region
extending from 2 to 12 blade radii similar to that shown
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Figure 6: Parallel BVI comparison of computed and experimental acoustic pressures.

in Fig. 2. One of the meshes is located in the plane of
the rotor blades and the other two are 21.45 and 10.725

chords below the rotor plane.

Figure 7 shows a close-up of the acoustic pressure
contours 21.45 chords below the rotor disk near the ex-

perimental microphone stand. Three separate acoustic

waves are visible in this figure. First, the far-left side

of the figure shows a wave that propagates upstream

from the rotor hub. This represents a region of neg-

ative pressure and originates on the advancing side of

the rotor disk near a blade azimuthal angle of 90 °. The
calculation shows quite a bit of transonic flow in this re-

gion and the resulting acoustic signal propagates ahead
of the rotor as HSI noise.

Figure 7: Closeup of acoustic propagation for a parallel
BVI at 21.45 chords below the rotor disk.

The other two pressure waves are circular with

their centers offset by approximately one rotor diame-

ter. The circular wave on the left has a positive pressure

and is produced by the BVI when the blade is located

at 1800 azimuthal angle. The second wave has a nega,-

tive pressure and results from the BVI at 0° azimuthal

angle• The BVI acoustic waves propagate in a dipole

pattern, which explains why they intersect the observer

plane in a circle•

Note that the two circular BVI waves intersect near

the location of the experimental microphones on the re-

treating side of the rotor disk. The negative wave from

the 0° BVI passes over the microphones slightly be-
hind the positive wave from the 180 ° BVI. This effect

is reflected in Fig. 6, where the computed microphone

pressure shows a positive peak, (a), followed by a nega-

tive peak, (b). Most likely, the vortex in the experiment

dissipates considerably when it hits the rotor hub and

the BVI at the 0° location is not nearly as strong as the
one at 180 °. The computations assume that the vor-

tex strength and core-size are undisturbed as it passes
through the rotor hub, and that the vortices are identi-

cal at the 0 ° and 180 ° BVI locations. This assumption

of constant vortex strength in the prediction explains

the discrepancies between experimental and computa-

tional results in Fig. 6.

We can confirm this explanation by performing
tracebacks to identify the sources of noise on the non-

rotating Kirchhoff surface. Figure 6 marks the positive

and negative peak pressures for microphone 5 with the

letters (a) and (b). The contributions from the Kirch-

hoff surface to these acoustic pressure peaks are shown

in Fig. 8. The highest pressure contours in Fig. 8a are

located near the 180 ° BVI location. The lowest pres-
sure contours in Fig. 8b are located near the 0 ° BVI

location. The resulting predicted acoustic pressures at
microphone 5 show contributions from both of these

BVI events. This case illustrates why it is important
to include the contributions from all of the rotor blades

when simulating general rotor BVI cases.
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(b)
Figure 10: Parallel BVI acoustic propagation in the
plane of the rotor blades.

tic signals propagate upstream from the rotor hub. All

far-field acoustic pressure contours in this paper are
scaled by the distance from the rotor hub.

Figure 8: Acoustic tracebacks on the Kirchhoff surface

for the computed positive, (a), and negative, (b), pres-
sure peaks at microphone 5. These views show the side
and the bottom of the Kirchhoff surface.

Figure 9 shows a far-field view of the propagating

acoustic waves in the same plane as shown in Fig. 7.

The two BVI waves propagate to the retreating and
advancing sides of the rotor disk while the tISI wave

propagates upstream and dominates the acoustic sig-

nal in the far-field. It is clear from this figure that

the computational results give a much more complete
picture of the acoustic far field than the experimental
data.

,._. ._: ........ i_.i#i_* : _[%.

Figure 9: Far-field view of parallel BVI acoustic prop-
agation 21.45 chords below the rotor disk.

Figure 10 shows a snapshot of the computed par-

allel BVI acoustic pressures in the plane of the rotor.

Since the BVI acoustic waves propagate in dipole pat-

terns, they are not visible here. HSI waves typically
propagate in a monopole pattern and these dominate

the in-plane rotor noise. The highest amplitude acous-

RESULTS: Oblique Blade-Vortex Interaction
Noise

In addition to parallel blade-vortex interactions, a

more common scenario occurs when the vortex passes
beneath the rotor blades at an oblique angle. We can

simulate an idealized oblique interaction by moving the
vortex generator away from the centerline of the rotor

hub. Figure 11 shows such a case where the vortex has

moved 2.13 chords toward the advancing side of the

rotor disk. Caradonna et al. [24] have tested this con-

figuration in the Army AFDD 7xl0-foot windtunnel

at Ames Research Center and recorded unsteady blade
surface pressures. Far-field acoustic measurements were

not recorded however. Numerical simulations of this

idealized oblique BVI were performed in Ref. [24] with

a full-potential CFD code and by Srinivasan and Mc-
Croskey [25] with an early version of the TURNS code.

The test conditions for this case have a hover-tip
Math number of 0.763, and an advance ratio of 0.197.

The vortex has a strength of 1.218Vooe and the sign

of the vorticity is aligned with the freestream velocity.
The vortex is located 0.25 chords below the plane of the

rotor and the outer tip of the rotor blade passes over the
vortex on the advancing side at 17 ° and at 163 ° blade

azimuthal angle. Large regions of transonic flow occur

near the tips of the rotor blades between 70* and 170 °

azimuthal angle. This means that the BVI event in the

second quadrant of rotor motion is highly nonlinear and
unsteady.

The TURNS code was run in the Euler mode for

this simulation using the same computational grid that
was used for the parallel interaction case. Because of

the highly unsteady flow in the second quadrant of rotor

motion, the timestep was reduced to an equivalent of
0.125 degrees azimuthal angle with five Newton subiter-

ations at each timestep. Numerical experiments showed
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Figure 11: Experimental and computational setup for

an idealized oblique BVI.

that these choices yielded solutions that were indepen-

dent of the choice of timestep. Due to the strong tran-
sonic flow in this case, the Kirchhoff surface was located
at a distance of two chords from the rotor blades in all

directions.

Computed results for blade surface pressures are

similar to those computed by Caradonna et al. [24] and

Srinivasan and McCroskey [25] for the same test case.

Minor differences appear near 1650 azimuthal angle,

where the highest transonic and unsteady effects are

present. Differences between Ref. [25] and the current
calculations are most likely due to the differences in

the computational grids. Srinivasan and McCroskey
used a 21 × 101 x 15 O-O mesh with the outer boundaries

located 8 chords from the rotor in all directions. The

present calculations used a 151×40×50 C-H mesh with

outer boundaries located approximately 12 chords away
from the rotor blade in all directions.

Figure 12 shows a snapshot of the computed pres-
sure contours at 21.45 chords below the rotor disk.

Three distinct acoustic waves can be seen in a region
that is between 3 and 7 rotor radii upstream of the rotor

hub. All three of these waves propagate upstream and
each is caused by a different event on the rotor blades.

The first of these three waves (as seen by a stationary

observer) has a positive pressure and is the result of
the downstream BVI event near 170 blade azimuthal

angle. The second wave has a negative pressure and is

caused by the high-speed impulsive noise the emanates

from the rotor blade tip in the second quadrant of ro-

tor motion. The third wave also has a negative pres-
sure and comes from the BVI event near 163 ° blade

azimuthal angle. The origins of these three acoustic
waves are fairly clear from the complete animation of

the computed acoustic pressures. These noise sources

can be confirmed by examining the acoustictracebacks

Figure 12: Acoustic propagation for the oblique BVI.

to the Kirchhoff surface for an observer that is located

upstream of the rotor hub.

Figure 13 shows three acoustic tracebacks for an

observer who is located 30.28 chords upstream from
the rotor hub and 21.45 chords below the rotor disk.

The pressure vs. azimuthal angle plot shows that the

observer hears three distinct pressure peaks and these

are labeled (a),(b), and (c) in the figure. The first is a

positive pressure, and the source of this noise is shown

on the Kirchhoff surface in Fig. 13a. The main con-

tribution to the pressure at point (a) comes from the
lower part of the Kirchhoff surface, near the BVI event

at 170 blade azimuthal angle. The second pressure peak

occurs at point (b), and almost all of the contributions

here come from the advancing side of the Kirchhoff sur-

face as shown in Fig. 13b. This negative pressure region

is caused by HSI noise on the advancing side, which ra-

diates from the rotor blades in a monopole pattern. Fi-

nally, the third pressure peak occurs at point (c), and

the sources of this noise are shown in Fig. 13c. This

figure shows both positive and negative pressures on
the side of the Kirchhoff surface in the second quad-
rant. These disturbances result from the delocalized
shock wave and their net contribution to the far-field

observer pressure is small. The dominant contribution

in Fig. 13c to the pressure peak at point (c) comes
from the lower section of the Kirchhoff surface close to

the BVI event near 1630 blade azimuthal angle. The

acoustic tracebacks confirm the earlier explanation for

the origins of the three acoustic waves shown in Fig. 12.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes several new methods to pre-
dict and analyze rotorcraft noise. Individually, these

methods axe: 1) CFD/Kirchhoff far-field noise pre-

dictions, 2) parallel computer implementation of the
Kirchhoff integrations, 3) audio and visual rendering of

the computed acoustic predictions over large far-field

regions, and 4) acoustic tracebacks to the Kirchhoff sur-

face to pinpoint the sources of the rotor noise. When

taken together, these methods exploit the power of new
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Figure 13: Acoustic tracebacks on the Kirchhoff surface for an oblique BVI. The observer location is 30.28 chords

upstream of the rotor hub and 21.45 chords below the plane of the rotor. Viewpoint shows bottom and side of the
Kirchhoff surfaces.

computer technologies and offer the potential to signif-
icantly improve our prediction capabilities and under-
standing of rotorcraft noise.

These four prediction and analysis methods con-

vey much more information about the propagation of
rotorcraft noise than can be obtained from typical ex-

periments. The visual rendering shows details of the

acoustic propagation over large regions in the far field,
and the acoustic tracebacks to the Kirchhoff surface

help to identify the noise sources at the rotor disk. The

computed results give an accurate picture of both the
far-field noise and its origins on the rotor blades.

The current CFD/Kirchhoff methods provide ac-

curate simulations for just about any type of in-plane

HSI noise. This is because the rotor wake system
does not play a major role in this type of noise. The

CFD/Kirchhoff analysis would be a good candidate for
a blade-design optimization study to reduce HSI noise.

General cases with BVI noise are more difficult because

the CFD codes have trouble capturing the rotor vortex

wake systems without excessive numerical dissipation.

This is an active area of research and we expect to see

dramatic improvements in CFD rotor-wake capturing

within the next five years. The Kirchhoff integration

method in this paper is compatible with any rotary-
wing CFD code, so that future improvements in CFD

wake capturing should directly result in improved BVI
noise predictions.
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